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Exotic Compact Objects
Self-gravitating coherent fundamental boson fields

High Compactness = lots of GW in collisions/formation

Can be diffused (galaxies cluster sized) or highly 
(~neutron star) compact.

aka. boson stars, oscillations, solitonic stars etc 
(nobody agrees on nomenclature!)



Basic Features of ECO
Bosonic : large occupation numbers so described 
by coherent classical fields (scalar, vector etc)



Basic Features of ECO
Bosonic : large occupation numbers so described 
by coherent classical fields (scalar, vector etc)

Two broad classes : charged (more compact/stable) 
or uncharged. 
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For mass of ECO

In general, depends on higher order interactions.



ECO Compactness
C =
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Non-relativistic relativistic

Most models become unstable around

Open Question : can we get to 0.5? (I suspect no.)

C ⇠ 0.1� 0.3
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plausible dark matter candidates (see [16] for a review).1

Our main result for the gravitational wave output from
equal-mass oscillaton collisions as a function of the com-
pactness of the solitons is shown in Fig. 1. In particular,
the new results are: (1) a jump in the fractional grav-
itational wave output near a critical compactness value
C ⇡ 0.14, and (2) the fractional gravitational wave out-
put near this C value exceeds that of corresponding mass
black-holes. In order to achieve these results, we con-
structed unexcited oscillaton binaries which possess no
spurious additional modes. Such “clean” initial condi-
tions allow us to accurately extract the GW production
e�ciency Egw/Etot. Furthermore, we also compute the
gravitational waveforms for such collisions to show that
the quasi-normal modes are significantly di↵erent from
equivalent BH-BH collisions during merger and in their
ringdown phase, which suggests that they can be distin-
guished.

II. INITIAL SET-UP OF SOLITONS

We consider a free, massive, real scalar field, which is
minimally coupled to gravity with the action2

S =

Z
d
4
x
p

�g


R

16⇡G
� 1

2
@µ�@

µ
� � 1

2
m

2
�
2

�
, (1)

where g is the determinant of the metric, R is the Ricci
scalar, and m is the mass of the real scalar field3

�. We
briefly discuss self-interactions in the Appendix. Conser-
vatively, the results of our paper are expected to apply
for solitons made of a sub-dominant axionic dark matter
component with the axion decay constant f & mPl. As-
suming we have a scenario similar to [17], for f & mPl,
the total dark matter abundance bound requires the ax-
ion to be unacceptably light (m . 10�30 eV), in conflict
with observations [16]. We further discuss this issue and
possible solutions in the Appendix.

This theory contains a single parameter family of loca-
lized, solitonic solutions called oscillatons (once the mass
m is scaled out). We choose to parametrize our solutions
in terms of their compactness, which we define as

C ⌘ GM

R
, (2)

1
We cannot claim that such compact soliton collisions are likely

sources of gravitational waves; an estimate of their population

and distribution would be needed, which is beyond the scope of

this paper. We hope that the results from this work will motivate

such studies further.
2
We use the �+++ convention for the metric, and set ~ = c = 1.

Our Planck mass mPl = 1/
p
G.

3
We have ignored possible self-interactions of ��3

and higher or-

der terms.
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FIG. 2. Relationship between the mass M and the compact-
ness C of the oscillaton. Note that for C & 0.14 (M ⇡
0.605m2

Pl/m) oscillatons become unstable under perturba-
tions (grayed area).

where M is the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) mass, and
R is the e↵ective radius of the oscillaton which encom-
passes 95% of its mass. The maximum mass of the oscil-
laton Mmax ⇡ 0.605m

2
Pl/m occurs when C ⇡ 0.14. When

C < 0.14, the oscillatons are stable against perturbations.
For C > 0.14, they are unstable with respect to pertur-
bations [18] (Fig. 2).

To ensure that these results are qualitatively and quan-
titatively robust, we implemented several steps such that
the initial conditions for these oscillatons are in their un-
excited “ground” state. We refer the reader to the Ap-
pendix for details of this construction, and other nume-
rical convergence tests.

We set up two equal C (and hence equal mass) oscilla-
tons at a distance of 60m

�1, both of which are initially at
rest, and explore the end-state of the collision and gravi-
tational wave signature as a function of C. These oscilla-
tons can also have a relative phase 0 < �✓ < ⇡ between
their respective oscillations. Oscillatons are considered
“in-phase” when �✓ = 0; this is the scenario we focus
on in this paper. “Out-of-phase” �✓ 6= 0 oscillatons ex-
hibit additional repulsive force that, at su�ciently large
phase di↵erences, prevents a merger from occurring. We
will leave the results of out-of-phase initial conditions to
a future publication.

III. GRAVITATIONAL WAVES FROM

COLLISIONS

We find that there are three possible outcomes of head-
on collisions of equal mass solitons depending on the ini-
tial C of the oscillatons.

Stable Unstable

critical point

Stable up to high compactness : Become unstable at 
some critical compactness.

Alcubierre (2003)

Stability of ECOs

V (�) =
1

2
m2�2
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R1 : Stable star

R2 : Black Hole
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FIG. 1. The axion star stability diagram. The stability diagram is parameterized by the axion decay constant, fa, and
the initial condition MADM (which we set using the initial field velocity, ⇧, at the centre). Solid lines mark the approximate
boundaries between three regions of the axion star parameter space: quasi-stability (R1), collapse to a BH (R2), and dispersal
(R3). We postulate the existence of a “triple point” between these regions. The dashed line marks the region below which
axion mass is e↵ectively negligible. Simulated axion stars are marked as circles; other symbols mark points explored in more
detail in Section II. Below the triple point, for fa ⌧ Mpl, under an increase in mass, dispersal of the star via winding of the
axion field occurs before collapse to a BH. Above the triple point, stable axion stars can collapse to BHs by acquiring mass e.g.
by accretion.

ticles (e.g. Refs. [16, 21–32]).
The strength of the axion self interactions is governed

by the “axion decay constant”, fa. It is known that in the
m

2
�
2 approximation, which represents the limit �/fa ⌧

1, axion stars possess a critical mass [12] beyond which
they are unstable: they migrate to the stable branch un-
der perturbations that decrease the total mass, or col-
lapse to BHs under perturbations that increase the total
mass [33]. Criticality occurs when �(r = 0) ⇡ 0.48Mpl,
where Mpl = 1/

p
8⇡GN ⇡ 2.4 ⇥ 1018GeV is the reduced

Planck mass. The expectation from high-energy physics
is that generically fa < Mpl.2 Therefore, axion stars may
exist far from the m

2
�
2 region of the potential, and their

stability may be a↵ected by the periodicity and anhar-
monicity of the axion potential.

As we will discuss, the initial central field velocity of
the axion star, ⇧(r = 0), specifies its ADM mass, MADM,
and thus collapse is ultimately determined by the star’s

2 See e.g. Refs. [34–40]. This subject and the related “weak gravity
conjecture” are hotly debated at present with relation to axion
inflation.

mass. In this work we investigate the axion star solution
space parameterized by (MADM, fa). For each value of
fa, we scan a range of initial values of ADM mass to
identify regions on an “axion star stability diagram”.

We explore this stability diagram numerically, solving
the full non-linear Einstein equations of general relativity
(GR) using the numerical GR code GRChombo [41], see
Appendix B. Numerical GR permits us to evolve regimes
in which strong gravity e↵ects play a role without linear
approximations. The development of stable numerical
formulations (such as BSSN [42, 43], which we use here)
and of “moving puncture” gauge conditions (see [44, 45]),
have been critical for recent advances in the field. The use
of these techniques allows us to stably evolve spacetimes
up to and beyond collapse to a BH. The resulting axion
star stability diagram is shown in Fig. 1.

We discuss our simulations and main results in Sec-
tion II. Possible astrophysical consequences of our results
are discussed in Section III, and we conclude in Sec-
tion IV. The appendices contain some technical details
of the code and simulations, and a brief introduction to
axion cosmology and the more familiar non-relativistic
axion stars.

Some movies of simulations from this work

(Helfer, Clough, Marsh, Lim, Fairbairn, Becceril 2016)

More complicated potentials have more structure.
Ax

io
n 

D
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Axions Like Particles

Stability of ECOs



Why we care?
Dark Matter candidates : ultra light scalars (axions) 

Black hole mimics : “did we see BH or some 
other exotic things?”



Why we care?
Dark Matter candidates : ultra light scalars (axions) 

Black hole mimics : “did we see BH or some 
other exotic things?”

In general, they are “practice problems” or 
placeholder for new physics.

Observations in the future we 
know not, prepare we must to 
deal.                 (Katy Clough)



GW signatures
Coherent signatures of individual events (strain vs time)

Stochastic signatures of many accumulated events

The energy-density ⇢GW in GWs per logarithmic frequency interval is represented by ⌦GW,

⌦GW(f) =
1

⇢c

@⇢GW

@ ln f
, (2)

conventionally normalized by the critical energy density ⇢c = 3H2
0/(8⇡G) with G denoting

Newton’s constant and H0 denoting the Hubble parameter today. We will denote the current
value of ⌦GW by ⌦GW,0.

The power-spectral density can be directly related to the 00-component of the stress energy
tensor, in turn yielding:

3H2
0

8⇡2
⌦GW(f) f�3 �2(⌦,⌦0)�AA0�(f � f 0) = hh̃A(f,⌦)h̃

⇤
A0(f 0,⌦0)i . (3)

Often, a dimensionless characteristic strain is assigned to the normalized energy density for
stochastic GWs (see for instance [16, 17])

hc,sto(f) ⌘
p
f Sh(f) , (4a)

⌦GW =
4⇡2

3H2
0

f2h2c,sto(f) . (4b)

2. For inspiral sources, such as BH mergers, a time-dependent strain h(t) can be obtained
directly from Einstein’s equations. Inspirals have an evolving frequency evolution, so usually
the stationary phase approximation is used to obtain an analytical form for the Fourier
transform h̃(f) [13]. The characteristic strain for such sources with inspiralling frequency
can be defined so as to take the frequency evolution into account in the GW strength [15],

hc,insp = 2fh̃(f) . (5)

Assuming that h0 is the amplitude of the GW from the inspiral, i.e. the amplitude of the
periodic function h(t), this results in the characteristic strain:

hc,insp(f) =

s
2f2

ḟ
h0 . (6)

2.2 Detectors

Each detector has a di↵erent way of searching for GWs, with di↵erent antenna patterns, frequency
bands, binning, etc. This should be taken into account when defining the appropriate noise and
signal-to-noise metrics. For interferometers (such as LIGO) the impact of spatial antenna patterns
is of the order of unity. For simplicity, the detector noise floor is usually specified assuming the
noise is stationary and Gaussian (even though in reality it is usually neither). Similar to the
discussion of stochastic GWs, this noise floor is specified by using a power spectral density,

1

2
�(f � f 0)Sn(f) = hñ(f)ñ(f 0)i . (7)

The angular brackets denote an average over multiple realizations of the system, which is obtained
repeating the measure of the noise over several well separated time intervals of the same length,
see [13].3 In order to measure this noise, a fast Fourier transform of the detector noise in the absence
of the signal is performed. This measured noise is compared to a numerical model, comprising of the
sum of all the noises in the detector. An analysis showing each individual noise source (measured
or modeled) summing up to the total measured noise is called the noise budget.

3This assumes that the system is ergodic, hence it is possible to trade an ensemble average with a time average.
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Figure 3. Constraints on the stochastic background, as well as various predictions,
across over 29 decades in frequency. Displayed are the limits from the final science
run of initial LIGO-Virgo, the co-located detectors at Hanford (H1-H2) during run S5,
Advanced LIGO for O1, and the expected design sensitivity of the Advanced LIGO -
Advanced Virgo detector network assuming two years of coincident data. Also shown
are the constraints on the energy density of the stochastic background from other
observations: CMB measurements [61], indirect limits from the Cosmic Microwave
Background (CMB) and Big-Bang Nucleosynthesis [45, 96], pulsar timing [45], and
from the Earth’s normal modes [97]. The predicted stochastic background from binary
black holes (BBH) [17] and binary neutron stars (BNS) [193] are displayed. Also given
is the predicted sensitivity for the proposed space-based detector LISA [32]. Displayed
in Figure 2 is the region in the black box in more detail. Finally, the stochastic
gravitational-wave background predicted from slow-roll inflation is displayed; this
result is consistent with the Planck results [44] and for this plan a tensor-to-scalar-ratio
of r = 0.11 is used. Figure from [51].

universe, or the astrophysical environment in our region of the universe. Using the

recent O1 data there have been three di↵erent types of searches for an anisotropic

background [54]. To look for extended sources, LIGO and Virgo use what is known

as the spherical harmonic decomposition [267]. In order to search for point sources, a

broadband radiometer analysis is used [268, 269]. Finally, LIGO and Virgo employed

a narrowband radiometer search to look for gravitational waves in the direction of

interesting objects in the sky, such as the galactic center, Scorpius X-1 and SN 1987A.

An anisotropic stochastic background was not observed with the Advanced LIGO

O1 data, but important upper limits were set [54]. For broadband point sources,

the gravitational wave energy flux per unit frequency was constrained to be F↵,⇥ <

(0.1 � 56) ⇥ 10�8 erg cm�2 s�1 Hz�1(f/25 Hz)↵�1 depending on the sky location

⇥ and the spectral power index ↵. For extended sources, the upper limits on

the fractional gravitational wave energy density required to close the Universe are

⌦(f,⇥) < (0.39�7.6)⇥10�8 sr�1(f/25 Hz)↵, again depending on ⇥ and ↵. The directed

searches for narrowband gravitational waves from Scorpius X-1, Supernova 1987 A,

and the Galactic Center had median frequency-dependent limits on strain amplitude of

h0 < (6.7, 5.5, and 7.0)⇥ 10�25 respectively, for the most sensitive detector frequencies
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I won’t talk about GW from interaction of BH with 
ambient boson fields (e.g. super radiance etc). See 
Masha’s Talk!
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BS vs BH/NS mergers
Squishiness : BH/NS are very rigid, BS are “squishy” — 
they deform a lot more from tidal forces : more GW!

QNM spectra : Different from BH/NS, can be excited.
(Macedo et al 2013, 2016)

Extended objects : BS has no “surface”, and additional 
attractive/repulsive scalar force mediator.

(Helfer, Lim, Amin, Garcia et al 2018)

Not a fluid : BS has anisotropic “pressure”, hence 
cannot be modeled as a fluid (like NS or star).
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C ⇡ 0.4

C ⇡ 0.59

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the initial and final states
of in-phase oscillaton-oscillaton collisions. The initial com-
pactness C increases from top to bottom, with the dashed
and dotted lines separating subcritical-critical and critical-
degenerate regimes respectively. In the subcritical case, oscil-
latons collide to form a new stable oscillaton. In the critical
case, oscillatons collide to yield a blackhole after/during colli-
sion. In the degenerate case, individual oscillatons collapse to
black holes before collision. Note that the location/existence
of the C boundaries is dependent on the initial phase of the
oscillatons.

radius within which 99% of the mass is contained is given
by [14]

R? ⇡ 10

C
m

�1
a

C ⌧ C⇤ (4)

III. OSCILLATON-OSCILLATON HEAD ON
COLLISIONS

In this section we describe the head on collision of two,
initial stable, equal-mass oscillatons, and then explore
the results of such a collision by varying the compact-
ness C of the initial oscillatons (which is equivalent to
specifying their mass, with a fixed axion mass ma, see
eq. (2)). The consequences also depend on the relative
phase of the oscillatons. We begin with mergers of ini-
tially in-phase oscillatons.

The schematic results from the collision of in-phase,
equal mass oscillatons is shown in Fig. 1. We found three
qualitatively di↵erent regimes, which we discuss next.

A. Subcritical Case

For the case when the initial compactness of the oscil-
latons

C . 0.3954 ± 0.0177 , (5)

we find that the two oscillatons merge and eventually
form another oscillaton. The merger proceeds via multi-
ple stages (see fig. 7). The oscillatons collide and intially

FIG. 2. Gravitational wave signal from the merger of equal-
mass, in phase oscillatons for the sub-critical case. The
heavy one has C = 0.377 (�m,0(0) = 0.08) and the light
C = 0.343 (�m,0(0) = 0.06). The in-set pictures show the
energy density distribution at the time of production: (1) the
energy distribution shortly before collision, (2) is shortly af-
ter the collision, (3) the radial collapse of the star ,(4) the
re-emergence of the two stars for a short time and (5) the
final state in our simulation.

form a very perturbed oscillaton, which first reduces in
size. It is in this phase that the bulk of gravitational
wave radiation is produced. Subsequently, the star ex-
pands again and two oscillatons re-emerge for a short
time, and then re-combine to (eventually) settle down
into a stable oscillaton.4

B. Critical Case

For the initial compactness:

0.3954 ± 0.0177 . C . 0.5894 ± 0.0116 , (6)

the oscillatons collide to form a new oscillaton which
collapses in a very short time to form a black hole sur-
rounded by scalar field “wig”. After su�cient time, most
of the mass in the scalar wigs falls into the black hole
[more checks needed]. We find that the final black hole
has around 90 % of the mass of the initial system.

The duration before the final blackhole mass stops
growing is dependent on the initial C of the oscillatons.
We find that for the less compact cases, it takes a long
time to reach the final, stable mass of the blackhole. This
is likely due to formation of scalar field quasi normal
modes. As the initial compactness is increased we find
that the collapse becomes more e�cient, with less mass

4
After time 700 1/m, we interrupt our simulation, due to reflection

form our boundaries.

Head-on case as illustration.

Instability at high compactness : BS can collapse to BH 
before merger due to tidal perturbations — unique 
signature!

(Helfer et al 2018)

BS vs BH/NS mergers



All good but…
Physics problems : formation history? population 
distribution? can ECOs spin? 

Technical challenges : initial conditions for binaries? 
relativistic cosmological simulations?

Coherent GW : Initial Conditions

Stochastic GW : Formation history and populations

Problems :



GW from ECO Inspirals

BH?

(Work in progress!)
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FIG. 4. ADM mass (top), angular momentum Jz (middle)
and Noether charge (bottom) as a function on time for the
di↵erent binaries. During the coalescence the less compact
cases (i.e., C = 0.06 and C = 0.12) lose only a small percent-
age of their initial mass and Noether charge, but almost all
their angular momentum. The case C = 0.18 as discussed is
suspect. The most compact case C = 0.22 case collapses to a
BH after the merger, so the mass and angular momentum do
not change significantly.

some point during this transition the frequency and the
radius might be large enough so that some of the scalar
field might move with a speed larger than the escape ve-
locity vesc =

p
2C of the star. If this occurs, then it

is conceivable that some amount of scalar field may be
ejected from the remnant at such a speed.

B. GW signal

The merging binaries produce GWs measured by the
Newman-Penrose  4 scalar, as displayed in Fig. 5. In
Fig. 6 we also show the corresponding strain. Notice
that the amplitude and the time scale of the strain has
been rescaled with the total initial mass, and the time
has been shifted such that the contact time occurs at
t = 0.

With these waveforms, we can look for the e↵ect of
compactness on the gravitational wave signal. Starting
with the least compact case (C = 0.06), it radiates the
least in the inspiral. The weakness of its inspiral signal re-
sults because its stellar constituents have the largest radii
and thus they make contact at the smallest frequency of
these four cases. As the compactness increases, the late
inspiral occurs at higher frequencies and the signal be-
comes stronger.

Once the stars make contact, both scalar field inter-
actions and gravitational forces determine the dynamics
and tend to homogenize the scalar field profile. This
period is very dynamical producing a rapidly rotating
compact remnant that radiates strongly in gravitational

FIG. 5. (Top panel) The real part of the main l = m = 2
mode of the  4 describing the gravitational emission of the
di↵erent binaries, as a function of time. (Bottom panel) The
energy radiated by the main gravitational wave modes m =
±2.

radiation with an amplitude and frequency much larger
than the inspiral. This contrast between the pre- and
post-merger signals is particularly marked for the two low
compactness binaries, but becomes less so with increas-
ing compactness. This trend indicates that this contrast
likely results from the disparity between the initial com-
pactness of the boson stars and the compactness of the
remnant (see Table II). Notice also that the strain ampli-
tude (Fig. 6) does not show such disparate scales as the
Newman-Penrose  4 scalar (Fig. 5) due to the additional
frequency dependence (see Eq. 23).
A simple estimate of the maximum amount of total

energy the system can radiate follows from a model of
energy balance presented in [41], and discussed in detail
in Appendix A. Within some approximations, when the
final object is a non-rotating BS, and the total radiated
energy in GWs is estimated to be

Erad ⇡ 0.96CM , (25)

where M and C are the mass of the system and com-
pactness of the initial stars respectively. This estimate is
largely consistent (i.e., within a factor of two) with the
results of our simulations, given in Table II, obtained by
integrating the gravitational wave luminosity displayed
in the bottom panel of Fig. 5. Notice the energy emit-
ted in gravitational waves for the case with C = 0.12
exceeds the ' 5% of the total mass M0 emitted during
the analogous coalescence of a binary BH system; thus,
boson star binaries in a suitable range can be considered
super-emitters in the terminology of [41].
The most compact cases considered here are also inter-

esting in the context of the recent observations of GWs
by the LIGO detectors. A simple Newtonian calculation
shows that the GW frequency at the contact of the two

Binary Boson star mergers 
(Palenzuela et al 2017)
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FIG. 14. GW metric multipoles for the three example cases
of Fig. 9. Results for resolution R3 are shown solid, corre-
sponding results for resolution R2 are dashed.

form BHs during the evolution the amount of GW energy
can grow up to 5 ⇥ 10�4. As an example we show the
case for NSAS0.20.

V. DISCUSSION

In this article we have presented what is, to the best
of our knowledge, the first study of axion star collisions
with black holes and neutron stars using full 3+1D nu-
merical relativity simulations. Such a study seems timely
in the gravitational wave astronomy era, in which multi-
ple detections of compact binaries are expected in coming
years [84].

With respect to our black hole-axion star merger sim-
ulations, we have investigated the impact of the axion
star’s compactness, and the BH spin, on the mass of the
remnant bosonic cloud surrounding the black hole. Al-
though in most of the considered cases ⇠ 98% of the
axion star’s mass is absorbed by the black hole shortly
after the merger, in favourable cases the remaining cloud
can be as large as 30% of the initial axion star mass,
with a bosonic cloud of mass of O(10�1)MBH and peak
energy density of 10�4, comparable to that obtained in
a superradiant build up. We find that the largest scalar
clouds are generated for low compactness ASs and spin-
ning black holes. We note that there appear to be par-
ticular combinations which are overall more e�cient at
producing large axion clouds. We speculate that this
might be caused by the excitation of particular quasi-
bound states of the black hole.

The presented results are important since they show
(i) that axion star-black holes mergers can provide a
dynamical mechanism for the formation of scalar hair
around black holes and (ii) that faster spinning (but not
yet extremal) black holes allow for relatively large cloud

masses. The spinning case is especially interesting as it
may provide the seed for a superradiant build up, which
could lead to additional observable gravitational wave
signatures post merger. However, superradiance requires
extremal spins and an appropriate matching of the axion
and BH masses, whereas the e↵ects we observe here are
in principle more general. It would be worth extending
this study to a larger range of mass ratios, spins and
spin orientations, to confirm the approximate trends
observed in this paper and identify whether the proposal
that particular mass ratios and spin combinations are
favourable for forming clouds is consistent with a wider
set of results. It would also be interesting to consider
the e↵ect of larger self interactions of the axion field,
other values of Mµ and, in the longer term, interactions
with baryonic matter in an accretion disc.

For our study of neutron star-axion star collisions, we
restricted our investigations to the merger of axion stars
of various compactnesses with a “typical” neutron star
having a gravitational mass of ⇠ 1.38M� and the SLy
equation of state. We found that for the setups studied,
there exists a critical mass threshold for the axion star
required to form a BH during the collision. In the con-
sidered cases, the black hole formation is triggered by the
axion star being perturbed within the potential well of
the neutron star. Its collapse leads to a black hole within
the neutron star, rather than collapse of the neutron star
itself.
For sub-threshold axion star masses the merger rem-

nant is a perturbed neutron star enveloped in an axion
cloud. For super-threshold axion star masses the final
remnant is a black hole with a scalar cloud surrounding
it. We suggest that the black hole formation threshold
may correspond to a type I critical phase transition, as in
binary neutron star mergers, and therefore universality
and scaling relations could exist near to the critical point.
We present a first (although very approximate) estimate
of the critical threshold parameter �⇤

c
, but further sim-

ulations are required for a more stringent constraints on
the critical parameters.
Interestingly, we found that in the marginally sub crit-

ical cases, a large amount of baryonic mass was released
from the merger remnant due to the formation of shocks
in the NS. These ejecta can give rise to a kilonova-like
counterpart, such as ATF201gfo, e.g. [85–90]. The poten-
tial new type of transient produced by such a near-critical
neutron star-axion star collision is discussed in more de-
tail in [45]. In cases where a black hole forms after the
merger, the ejection of matter as well as the formation of
a baryonic accretion disk or bosonic cloud is suppressed.
However, in the most extreme case the final black hole
remnant can be embedded in a bosonic cloud of mass
O(10�3)M�.
In future, we plan to perform further numerical sim-

ulations in which we add a direct interaction between
the axions and the neutron star fluid. Such couplings,
which are necessary to correctly model the QCD axion,

GW from head on merger of 
ECO and NS  

(Clough, Dietrich, Ossokine 2018)

Some  “early” attempts to get NR GW templates….

Turns out that this is much more difficult than BH-BH!



Initial Conditions
Getting initial conditions we can control is very difficult.

Need to control for 
(1) Compactness/Mass 
(2) Orbital AM 
(3) ECO state (excited/non-excited?)

Satisfying constraints necessary but not sufficient!



Linear superposition ?
“Even linear superposition is hard in GR!!!” Thomas Helfer

A popular strategy : linear superposition of two 
independent solutions.

3-metric

�L �R

Distance d ⇡ O(60) m�1

many recent papers :  1705.01071, 1710.09432, 1808.10732, 1608.08637, 1807.06959 etc.

�ij,tot = �ij,L + �ij,R � �ij
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Linear superposition ?
“Even linear superposition is hard in GR!!!” Thomas Helfer

A popular strategy : linear superposition of two 
independent solutions.

3-metric

�L �R

Distance d ⇡ O(60) m�1

ds2 = �
✓
1� 2GM

r

◆
dt2 +

✓
1� 2GM

r

◆�1

dr2 + r2d⌦2Assume 

then volume element
ECO is “puffed up” by 1% initially.)

p
det �ij =

p
(1� 2GM/d)�1 ⇡ 1.01

�ij,tot = �ij,L + �ij,R � �ij
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many recent papers :  1705.01071, 1710.09432, 1808.10732, 1608.08637, 1807.06959 etc.



profile

Radius

Central density

~ 10%

~ 100%

�R

�⇢c

⇢

Real scalar ECO, linear superposition (Helfer, Lim, Amin, Garcia, 2018)

Linear superposition ?
Radial “breathing” mode due to 1% volume 

difference



A quick and dirty fix

Solution : Choose       such that metric values is 
conserved at the center

hij

3-metric �ij,tot = �ij,L + �ij,R � �ij
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hij(x0)
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(Helfer + Lim et al 2018,  
Helfer, Sperhake, Lim, Radia, Croft, Ge 2021)



A quick and dirty fix

Solution : Choose       such that metric values is 
conserved at the center

hij

(Helfer + Lim et al 2018,  
Helfer, Sperhake, Lim, Radia, Croft, Ge 2021)

3-metric �ij,tot = �ij,L + �ij,R � �ij
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Figure 6. The GW energy Erad generated in the head-on collision of mini (upper
panel) and solitonic (lower panel) BS binaries starting with initial separation d
and velocity v = 0.1 towards each other. For comparison, a non-spinning, equal-
mass BH binary colliding head-on with the same boost velocity v = 0.1 radiates
Erad = 6.0⇥ 10�4 M [89].

The differences in the total radiated GW energy also manifest themselves in
different amplitudes of the (2, 0) multipole of the Newman-Penrose scalar  4. This is
displayed in Figs. 7 and 8 where we show the GW modes for the mini and solitonic
collisions, respectively. The most prominent difference between the results for plain
and adjusted initial data is the significant variation of the amplitude of the (2, 0) mode
in the plain mini BS collisions in the upper panel of Fig. 7. In contrast, the differences
in the amplitudes in Fig. 8 for the solitonic collisions are very small. In fact, the
differences in the radiated energy of the soli and +soli collisions mostly arise from
a minor stretching of the signal for the soli case; this effect is barely perceptible
in Fig. 8 but is amplified by the integration in time when we calculate the energy.
Finally, we note the different times of arrival of the main pulses in Fig. 8; especially
for larger initial separation, the merger occurs earlier for the soli configurations than
for their adjusted counterparts +soli. We will discuss this effect together with the
evolution of the scalar field amplitude in the next subsection.

4.4. Evolution of the scalar amplitude and gravitational collapse

The adjustment (45) in the superposition of oscillatons was originally developed in
Ref. [1] to reduce spurious modulations in the scalar field amplitude; cf. their Fig. 7.
In our simulations, this effect manifests itself most dramatically in the collisions of
our solitonic BS configurations soli and +soli. From Fig. 1, we recall that the
single-BS constituents of these binaries are stable, but highly compact stars, located
fairly close to the instability threshold. We would therefore expect them to be more
sensitive to spurious modulations in their central energy density. This is exactly
what we observe in all time evolutions of the soli configurations starting with plain-
superposition initial data. As one example, we show in Fig. 9 the scalar amplitude at

unfixed
fixed

Initial distance



A quick and dirty fix

(Helfer, Radia, Sperhake, Lim, Ge, Croft, work in progress)

GW template from inspiral BS with 30+ orbits!
(Still problems to solve, but we are getting there…)

Breaking News!



Can ECOs have Stable Spin?
No….? Sanchis-Gual 2019, Siemonsen 2020, Di Giovanni 2020 etc 
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Helfer, Ge, Lim, Croft, Sperhake, Radia, Clough (very soon now!)
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FIG. 1. Overview Panel for simulation : We collide two mini-boson stars with the mass M = 0.395 M2
Plm

�1 with the
impact parameter b = 8 with initial velocity v = 0.1c and an initial distance of 80 m�1 (Run 5 in table 4). We show the
absolute value of the complex scalar field |'| over several time steps.

tain angular momentum for some time, though not indef-
initely. The reason this was no evident from analytical
studies is that the resulting state from such a merger is
highly dynamic. More interestingly, the resulting spin-
ning remnant could provide a long-lived source of gravita-
tional waves. What the real time-scale of this is, depends
ultimately on the mass of the scalar field.

We evolve the system using GRChombo [19], an open-
source numerical relativity code and analyse how the an-
gular momentum behaves in the bosonic remnant created
after merger. We employ new methods to measure angu-
lar momentum developed in Ref. [20], which allows us to
remove previously seen gauge fluctuations in the previ-
ously used angular momentum measure. This allows us
to make more precise statements over the angular mo-
mentum content of the system. Additionally, we use im-
proved initial data, that reduces spurious excitations and
constraint violations by an order of magnitude relative to
naive superposition.

The paper is structured the following way: In section II
we describe the steps involved in constructing the initial
data. We present the used angular momentum measure
in III. An overview over the performed simulations can
be found in IV. The resulting remnants we discuss then
in section V and the extracted gravitational wave signals
in section VI. We summarise then our finding in section
VII.Throughout this work, we use units where the speed
of light and Planck’s constant are set to unity, c = ~ = 1
and we express the gravitational constant in terms of he
Planck mass G = 1/M2

Pl.

II. INITIAL DATA

In this section, we describe how we obtain the initial
data in three steps:

(i) Generate a solution for a single star.

(ii) Give it momentum by applying a Lorentz boost.

(iii) Superpose two such solutions and mitigate the con-
straint error.

For our simulations we choose a complex scalar field,
with Lagrangian

L =
1

16⇡
R+ Lm, (2)

where the matter Lm part is given by

Lm = �1

2
g
µ⌫rµ'

⇤r⌫'� 1

2
V ('), (3)

with potential

V (') = m
2
'
⇤
'. (4)

The choice of potential gives boson star solutions that
are referred to as mini-boson stars [21–23]. Above and
throughout the paper Planck units are used, setting c =
G = ~ = 1, where ~ enters our system in Lm. Varying
the action with respect to the metric gives the Einstein
field equations,

Rµ⌫ � 1

2
Rgµ⌫ = 8⇡Tµ⌫ , (5)

But can hold spin for terrestrial observation timescales!



4

FIG. 3. Gravitational wave emission from the collision of two boson stars with non-zero impact parameter (Run 1 in
Fig. 4). The Weyl scalar  4 is extracted at r = 220m�1 and we only show the dominant (l,m) = (2, 2), (2, 0) modes. The
(l,m) = (2,±1) vanishes identically due to symmetry. There is a large inital burst at merger (first zoom-in box), followed by
a long, but irregular signal. The 2nd zoom-in box is to emphasise the irregularity of the signal.

of the Hamiltonian and momentum constraints. We re-
duce these violations by applying a method developed in
Refs. [14, 15, 25]. Typically, the metric is superposed as

�ij = �
(1)
ij + �

(2)
ij � �ij , (18)

which not only causes constraint violations near both
stars but also spurious excitations of them. In some cases
these excitations are large enough that they cause the
boson star to collapse into a black hole. This can be

significantly reduced by choosing �
(1)
ij (x�) instead of �ij .

The Hamiltonian constraint in the center of the star can
be reduced by a factor O(10) and the spurious excita-
tions are almost completely eliminated [15]. We could

equally have written �
(2)
ij (�x�) instead of �(1)

ij (x�) as the
two stars are equal mass and the two terms are identical.

III. ANGULAR MOMENTUM MEASURE

Measures of angular momentum in matter used in lit-
erature are not conserved. Finding such a quantity is
no easy feat, having an conserved quantity requires an
killing vector, which is very di�cult to find in the dy-
namic space-time we are working with. We can get the
current of this quantity

J
µ = T

µ
⌫ ⇠

⌫
, (19)

associated with the vector field ⇠ and where T
µ
⌫ is the

energy-momentum tensor. The divergence of J is,

rµJ
µ = ⇠

⌫ rµT
µ
⌫| {z }

=0

+T
µ⌫rµ⇠⌫ , (20)

=
1

2
T

µ⌫(rµ⇠⌫ +r⌫⇠µ| {z }
Killing’s equation

) = 0 , (21)

which vanishes if ⇠ is a Killing vector of the spacetime; in
this case the current J is conserved. Using the formalism
proposed by [20] allows us to use non-killing vectors to
generate conserved quantities. Having such a non-killing
vector changes the above equation

rµJ
µ = S = T

µ⌫rµ⇠⌫ . (22)

To study the angular momentum current we consider ⇠ =
@�, the spacelike azimuthal basis vector of some polar
coordinate system, which is not a killing vector for our
simulation.
Following [TH: [ROBIN PAPER]] we split the an-

gular momentum 4-current J into a charge density Q, a
flux density F and identify a source density S from the
right-hand-side of equation (22). We are interested in
calculating the total angular momentum contained in 3-
volume V belonging to the 3-dimensional spacelike man-
ifold ⌃ with metric �ij . ⌃ is the set of points satis-
fying t = t0, for some timelike coordinate t, in the 4-
dimensional pseudo-Riemannian manifold M. The unit
normal to ⌃ is

nµ =
rµtp

g↵�r↵tr�t
. (23)

Can ECOs have Stable Spin?

GW signatures for post-collision BS with spin.

Helfer, Ge, Lim, Croft, Sperhake, Radia, Clough (very soon now!)
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FIG. 5. Angular momentum in Scalar Field: We show
the corrected angular momentum L̃ over time. The thickness
of the plot is the di↵erence between the angular momentum
calculated using the flux and by using direct integration over
the volume, it gives an approximate idea of the numerical er-
ror. The runs “low res” and “high res” are the same initial
data with di↵erent resolutions, they lie on top of each other,
indicating that the quality of the simulations is good. Lastly,
we added a run from larger distance, which result in a quan-
titative di↵erent but qualitative similar decay of the angular
momentum. (Run 4, 5 and 6 in table 4)

in an approximately final mass of M ⇠ 0.59 M
2
Pl/m [? ],

which is close to the maximum stable mass for mini-boson
star of Mmax = 0.633 M

2
Pl/m. We can use the estimate

for the final mass to approximate the dimensionless spin
to be a ⇡ 0.07 at the end of the simulation.

VI. GRAVITATIONAL WAVE SIGNAL

We extracted the gravitational wave signal produced in
the merger and the subsequent perturbed remnants, as
it can be seen in Fig. 3; there is a large burst at merger
(First zoom-in in Fig. 3) and a subsequent continuous,
somewhat irregular signal (i.e., it has no clear dominant
mode in the frequency decomposition of the  4,l=2,m=0

signal), as it can be seen in Fig. 6) from the highly per-
turbed remnant. We estimate that for our longest simu-
lation 0.006 % of the total initial mass is being radiated
in as gravitational waves. Whereby approximately half
comes from the initial burst and the other half slowly ra-
diates from the perturbed remnant until the end of our
simulation at around 8000 m

�1 (see Fig. 5). Interest-
ingly, it seems that there is no repeating pattern in the
signal, or even a self-similar signal (Second zoom-in in
Fig. 3). Using the language of linear perturbation the-
ory, we hypothesise that there are many trapped modes
(i.e. modes �� that cannot escape to infinity due to a
too long wavelength and are thus trapped in the gravi-

FIG. 6. Fourier transform r 4 with l=2 and m=0: We
perform a fourier transformation on the tail of the gravita-
tional wave signal (Run 1 in Fig. 4). We see that there is no
explicit dominant mode, but a superposition of many modes,
all of them more or less comparable in amplitude. This re-
sults in the very irregular signal we see in the time domain.
4)

tational potential of the background boson star). All of
them are radiating with di↵erent frequencies, and their
superposition causes the signal to be irregular. We find
that the dominant frequency of the signal is 188 m

�1 (see
Fig. 6), which we can translate to

f = 8.0 · 10�2 Hz
⇣

m

10�14 eV

⌘
, (42)

Although such mergers described in our simulations
are unlikely to happen in nature, circular binary boson
star systems might be more probable to occur. Since
our simulations have a similar (in order of magnitude)
angular momentum and velocity as a binary boson star
merger, we expect a similar post-merger signal. The
significant amount of post-merger GW signal is itself a
“smoking gun” signature for exotic binary merger pro-
genitors, as neither BH nor NS mergers exhibit signifi-
cant post-merger GW signature. This is due to the fact
that BS, despite their high compactness, are inherently
not rigid due to their extended bosonic nature, unlike BH
(which are maximally rigid) or NS (which are fermionic).
While in this work, we have considered only o↵-axis head-
on mergers, we expect that inspiral BS star systems will
exhibit similar post-merger signals and thus it could be
used to to distinguish boson star binaries from black hole
binaries [36, 37].

m > 10�6eV
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=> for UHFGW



Stochastic GW from ECOs
There should be also a background stochastic 

GW from ECO populations. 

Problem : we don’t know how to calculate this 
population as yet.



Stochastic GW from ECOs
There should be also a background stochastic 

GW from ECO populations. 

Problem : we don’t know how to calculate this 
population as yet.

Good(?) news : large mass range for ECO models => 
SGW can be very different frequencies from compact 
binaries, including at high frequency ranges. 



Stochastic GW from ECOs
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Figure 2: (Colored plot online.) Plot of (19). Here the fraction of the maximum boson star mass (2) is taken conservatively to
be x = 10�1, and the fraction or multiple of the radius (3) is taken as y = 1. The self-coupling � has been chosen to saturate
the Bullet Cluster constraint (4). The upper, lower, and middle lines are chosen for fBBS = 1/2, fBBS = 10�3, and their
geometric mean, respectively. Also shown are the EPTA [39] and the LISA [40] exclusion prospects.

unit of comoving volume per source time Rm(z,M⇤), and the di↵erential energy emitted by
a single source dE/dfs as,
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where we have used fs = (1 + z)f for the emitted (source) frequency, and

dE

dfs
=

⇡
2/3

3
G

2/3
N

m
5/3
c

f
�1/3
s

. (20)

fISCO works as a cut-o↵ at the high end of the spectrum, which is shown in Eq. (17). The
spectrum is shown in Fig.2 for several benchmark scenarios. In this plot, the fraction of
the radius (3) is taken as y = 1. It is seen that the signal may be within reach of the next
generation of gravitational wave interferometer experiments, and pulsar timing arrays. Also,
we observe that the high end of the frequency band, determined by fISCO, is proportional to
m

5/4, if we saturate the Bullet Cluster bound, which indicates that boson stars consisting of
heavy scalars are more likely to be probed by gravitational wave experiments. We show in
Fig. 3 the bound on binary formation e�ciency fBBS, star mass, and star radius based on
LISA for a few benchmarks of scalar mass.
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Croon et al 2018

Croon et al. assumes ECO formation track star formation

Also : early universe populations ? 
(e.g see Evangelos Sfakianakis’s talk)



Formation and populations
We can form relativistic ECOs from collapse of 

cosmological perturbations.

Widdicoombe, Helfer, Lim, Marsh (2019)



Formation and populations

Widdicoombe, Helfer, Lim, Marsh (2019)

But no large scale simulation of relativistic formation 
thus far (too expensive!)
Relativistic populations can be inferred from small 
scale simulations.

Much more work needed!
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FIG. 5. Variation of the axion star radius over time for spher-
ically symmetric initial data Ref. [34, 40]. For fa = 5.0Mpl

the radial variation is negligible for both masses shown. When
lowering fa to 0.5Mpl it can be seen that the more massive
axion star collapses to a blackhole, however for the less mas-
sive axion star a radial variation with a period of 300m�1

a

develops. The radial variation shown here has a longer period
compared to the most massive case for L̃ = 16, and shorter
compared to L̃ = 64.

physical way, just as ordinary stars and BH do.
It is also possible that relativistic axion stars could

form directly in the early Universe from large amplitude
primordial fluctuations, a possibility we discuss in more
detail in Section V. In this case also, dense peaks of the
axion field will evolve to relativistic axion stars as studied
above. In this model, the axion star population resembles
primordial BH.

B. Peak Statistics

Simulating a cosmological volume of initial conditions
for the axion field with numerical relativity is not feasi-
ble. Instead we consider our simulations as representing
isolated peaks in the density field.

We consider a toy model for an axion density field con-
taining large amplitude peaks that can be described by
our numerical simulations. A simple mechanism to form
massive, dense, primordial AS in the LIGO band is to
enhance the axion power spectrum by a Gaussian bump
on small scales:

P�� ⌘ A exp


�(k � k?)2

2�2
k

�
, (17)

where A is the amplitude, k? the central mode, and
�k ⌧ k? the width. The amplitude has units M

2
plm

�3
a .

Fig. 6 shows the toy model for the axion density field
with k

�1
⇤ roughly equal to the size of a peak described

by our numerical simulations. For any axion density field

FIG. 6. A toy model realisation of the axion density field that
can be filtered to locate candidate compact axion stars.

like this toy example (e.g. density field and axion star
location inside a DM halo), we can calculate the mass dis-
tribution of axion stars and BH formed by the extreme
peaks by analogy to the theory of critical collapse for
BHs, and to the Press-Schechter theory of cosmological
structure formation.

The peak statistics are determined by thresholding the
field, and are classified using a two pass connected com-
ponent clustering algorithm, see App. A. We partition the
distribution for M̃?(fa) according to the critical masses
Mdisp. andMBH in the phase diagram [34]. In our numer-
ical simulations, due to the construction with periodic
boundary conditions and an isolated fluctuation, fluctu-
ations of all amplitudes leading to axion stars with ra-
dius smaller than the box size will eventually collapse un-
der self-gravity. Thus we cannot determine the critical
threshold for axion star collapse. However, we are only
interested phenomenologically in the densest, and thus
most massive stars, and so we threshold our field for a
minimum compactness of the final axion star assuming
that at least these most compact objects successfully col-
lapse.

Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 apply such a thresholding and la-
belling to a statistically representative realisation of the
toy model field of Fig. 6, taking only the one percent
densest peaks. The labelled peaks span from axion stars,
to a mix of axion stars and blackholes, to primarily black-
holes depending on the field variance. Lowering fa be-
low fTP results in the formation of a mass gap of ob-
jects. In particular, as fa dips below the triple point at
fTP = 0.2Mpl, a mass gap appears between the masses
of formed axion stars and black holes. This mass gap is
a characteristic feature of axion stars, hence the obser-
vation of a mass gap in the power spectrum of compact
objects is a clear method of identifying the existence of
axions in the universe.

We can also estimate the frequency of gravitational

8

FIG. 7. Left panel: Peaks of the toy model density field are assigned masses as axion stars and black holes according to the
location on the phase diagram with fa = 0.5 Mpl. Right panel: Using Eqn. (6) and the C(M) relation for axion stars, we
calculate the gravitational wave frequencies for axion star and BH equal mass binary mergers.

FIG. 8. Peaks of the toy model density as Fig. 7 with fa = 0.5 Mpl (left panel) and fa = 0.1 Mpl (right panel). Note that as
fa dips below the triple point Ref. [34], a dispersal gap appears between the formation of black holes and axion stars.

waves emitted by an axion star-axion star or BH-BH bi-
nary merger using Eq. (6). Assuming binary mergers
from the density field simply takes the field statistics as
representative: no merger rate is calculated. Fig. 7 shows
the frequencies with an axion mass ofma ⇡ 10�10eV. We
observe that, for this distribution of peaks, axion star bi-
nary coalescence, as well as BH-BH binary coalescence
from collapsed axion stars fall in the LIGO band.

V. DISCUSSION

It is important to note that only a small fraction of
the DM density should be contained in axion stars and
primordial BH. It is still an intriguing possibility that
some GW events detectable by LIGO might be due to

primordial BH, and the the distribution of GW events
could be used to confirm this [54]. Similarly, GW events
and their distribution could confirm the existence of a
fraction of DM in axion stars and BH formed from their
collapse [55, 56].

Recent work with scalar compact objects head on
mergers [5, 7, 40, 57] indicates distinctions in the gravi-
tational wave signal with respect to blackholes. If these
distinctions also exist in binary coalescence (see [58–60]
for boson star inspirals), a single GW event could be a
smoking gun for the existence of axion stars. The end
state mass spectrum from a number of such events could
be used to determine the axion decay constant.

One possible mechanism to form compact axions stars
in the early Universe is to enhance the axion power spec-
trum, h��(k)��(k0)i, on small scales, similarly to pro-

simulated over density field



Summary
ECOs are much more complicated and richer objects 
than BH — ECOs have plenty of hair!

But much more difficult objects to simulate in 
numerical relativity — lots of technical problems.

Good progress in solving ECO mergers — not there 
yet!

Much more work needed to study of population/
formation of relativistic ECOs to understand 
stochastic GW.



Thanks!


